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ABSTIL‘. ET

This paper presents the results of a large
, series of experiments in reading spectrograms of

Russian utterances. Our experiments have enabled
us to reveal the most general principles of hu-
man speech behaviour in spectrogram processing
and expert acoustic-phonetic decoding strate-
gies. We discuss here these aspects of human ex-
pertise and also address the problem of expert
knowledge implementation in designing speech re-
cognition algoritha, e.g. the algorithm for
segmentation of speech wave into segments cor—
responding to phonemes.

INTRODUCTION

As it was stated in a recent series of pa—
pers /I/ — /5/, the experiments in spectrogram
reading demonstrated the richness of phonetic
information that can be derived from the most
widely used three-dimensional /frequency—time-
intensity/ visual display of the signal produced
by visible speech spectrographs. It was also
pointed that "rules for extracting and interpre-
ting this information can be explicitly formula-
ted" /2/ and thus used to improve the segmenta-
tion and labeling performance of present speech
recognition systems /3/. /5/. It is also worth
mentioning that despite the cther—than—auditory
modality of speech signal processing, the spect—
rogram reading is of particular interest as it
can provide some useful insights into the human
speech perception as such /I/.

Here we report on the results of a long-
term investigation in reading spectrograms of
Russian utterances. The experiments have been
conducted at the Philological Department of the
Moscow University since 1979. At the very begin-
ning of the research the participants .were not
skilled spectrogram readers, so one of the go-
als of our study was to acquire acoustic—phone-
tic decoding competence in dealing with visual
speech signal representation. That was the rea-
son for rather simple experimental tasks set on
an early stage of the work and their gradually
increasing complexity in the following experi—
ments. It was achieved by using more complex
speech units /from isolated words of limited vc-
cabulary and their syntactically and semanti—
cally anomalous combinations to nonsense words
and nonsense phrases, syllables, extracted from
words and phrases and so on/, by increasing the

number of speakers /on the whole the utterances
of It speakers were examined during our rese-
arch/ and complicating the conditions of the ex-
periments /using different "time windows" with
duration ranging from 300 to 50 msec, noising
Speech signals etc./.

In our investigation we used to read wide-
band spectrograms produced on a "Kay Sena-Graph"
/Model 7029A/ with different frequency ranges.
About 600 spectrograms were analyzed in total.
In each experiment were taking part from 3 to 4
human readers, who in course of the research
/during first 2-3 years/ mastered the skill of
spectrogram acoustic-phonetic interpretation‘to
the highest degree. We shall further refer to
them as experts.

The results of acoustic-phonetic decoding
achieved in our experiments were as follows: the
skilled experts were able to correctly transcri-
be about 87% of segments with an average I,21
labels produced to each segment in the case of
isolated word interpretation and about 83% With
an average of 1,21 labels for the connected
speech.

It would be interesting to compare our re-
sults with those obtained on the basis of other
languages. It was reported /I/,/3/ that for Ame-
rican English the mean accuracy of labeling ran-
ges from 80% to 90% with an average of 1,53 1&-
bels to each segment. For French the first mea-
surement is approximated to 85% and the second —
to 1,5 /4/. /5/.

The comparison of these results makes it
clear, that they are very similar in the first
measurement, which reflects the accuracy of pho-
netic interpretation of Spectrograms, and differ
in the second, reflecting the ambiguity of pho-
netic decisions. We suppose that this difference
is due to the different phonetical and phonolo-
gical structures of languages under discussion,
specifically to the different numbers of vowel
phonemes. Vowel segments, highly influenced by
the surrounding context, are more ambiguous than
consonants, but relatively small set of alterna-
tive phonetic labels for vowel identification in
Russian decreases the ambiguity of phonetic de-
oisions.

The close examination of our results re-
vealed some other factors, which influence ex-
perts' performance in spectrogram reading. This
performance depends on the skill level of the
expert due to the training period of spectral;ram
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reading, on the type of analyzed speech material

/connected Speech versus isolated words/, on us-
ing short "time window" and on the Speaker‘s
specific pronunciation features /foreign accent
or speech deficiency/. At the some time the ac—
curacy cf acoustic-phonetic decoding practically

does not depend on speaker's voice quality.
It is worth mentioning, that dealing with

spectrograms the experts did not make preciSe

measurements of spectral parameters, because

measurement process increased difficulties in

reasoning about spectrograms and tempered the

results.
All the facts mentioned above, as well as

the close examination of the protocoles provided
by the experts and of the tape-recorded discus-

sions which they conducted during some spec-

trogram reading sessions enabled us to formulate
the most general principles of Speech spectro—
gram acoustic—phonetic interpretation.

THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF ACOUSTIC—lHU‘BTIU
DECUDING

We have formulated four most important pri-
nciples of spectrogram acoustic—phonetic deco-
ding /APhD/. It should be pointed out that we
have revealed them from our own experience, but

the later analysis of the literature on the pro-
blem has shown that practically all of them are

somehow mentioned in the papers of other resear-
chers /5/ - /9/. This leads us to conclude that
these principles characterize experts' speech
behaviour as such, unrelated, to the language

structure and perhaps even to the speech percep-

tion modality.
I. The phonetic identification can't be de-

duced immediately from the continuous acoustic-

parametric representation of the signal. There
exists an intermediate level of speech signal

processing which serves as a kind of bridge ac-
ross the representational gap between acoustic

Substance and it's underlying phonetic form /6/.
The acoustic information on this level is des-

cribed in the most compact and abstract manner,

without absolute numerical measurements of spec-

tral parameters. Such qualitative descriptions

suppose the detection from spectrogram the most

important and closest to phonetic categories

acoustic properties, free from the signal varia-

bility due to extralinguistical sources. We be—

lieve that the training period for spectrogram

reading is mainly connected with evolving in ex-

pert's mind this specific interface device for

an other-than—auditory modality. ,

Nowadays almost all researchers in the
field assent to the idea of existence of this

specific intermediate representational level in

speech processing. The units of this level are

called acoustic cues or descriptors /I/ - /5/.

Our attempt to sketch the system of these ““1“
is represented in the section below. as com-

2. The APhD is a highly active Dr°°°
bining two processing directions: bottom-UP “:5

tap-down. It means that the lower sP°°° repr f

sentation level is analyzed from the poin 0

view of higher level units. The acoustic-painme;

trio representation is Judged by ‘h° 9° °
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acoustic cues existing in expert‘s mind. The
interpretation of these acoustic ones is the re-

sult of producing and gradual decreasing of a
number of phonetic hypothesis. That is why the
results of spectrogram reading depend in parti-i
cular on the number of units in different phone-
tic classes.

3. The general procedure of APhD is divided
in two separate stages: a) segmentation by par-
tial sound specification corresponding to the

manner-of-articulation categories and b) identi-
fication of the place—of-articulation features
/in larger sense including the front-back and
high-low qualities of vowels/. It should be
pointed out that segmentation does not precede
labeling but is conducted by partial recognition

of sound stretch. At the some time segmentation
proceeds full phonetic identification because
contextual evidences are used to determine the
place-cf-srticulotion features. At this stage
the segment boundary placement may be refined
but in any case segmentation is resulted from
recognition and includes various procedures for
detecting and extracting from the sound wave
groups of sounds different in manner of articu-
lation or the so called “broad phonetic classes”
/I/. /3/.

4. The APhD is highly context—dependent
process. The use of contextual evidences in

transformation of acoustic cues into phonetic
categories is obvious and generally acknowled-
ged. But we believe that contextual information
is important as well in measurement-to—doscrip—
tor mapping. The experts are not aware of this
because they reach an intermediate speech pro-
cessing level by unconscious mechanisms of human
visual system. But our current experiments with
digital representation of the signal have de-
monstrated the significance of contextual infor-
mation at the very first stages of APhD.

THE SYSTEM OF ACOUSTIC CUES FOR [MONE‘IC UNITS
RECOGNITION

In the present section we attempt to sketch
the inner structure of the acoustic one level
/AG-level/ and it's relations with the preceding
and subsequent levels of speech signal proces-
sing. We suppose that this structure reflects
the expert APhD strategy.

In examination of the spectrograms the ex-
perts proved to be highly efficient in detecting
some "primitive visual objects” or PVO /7/ that
serve as the basis for AC-descripticns. The
acoustic cues carry information about presence/
absence of PVO, their sequential relations, and
about duration, intensity and frequency modifi-
cations of 1V0. The term "modification" in our
case means some qualitative /not quantitati—
ve/ characteristics of PVO, described as being
"high/mid/lcw", "long/short", "strong/weak" /3/,
while relative characteristics are described in
terms of "higher/lower", "stronger/weaker" and
"longer/shorter". The information about lVO's
changes through the time, reflecting in their
spectral trajectories, is also used to achieve
AC-descriptions.

The AC-level in turn can be roughly divided
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We have marked with broken line those conponents

which we believe to he of parauount iuportance

and cocplexity in view of speech recognition.

The presence/absence infornaticn about F70

and their conbinations constitutes the very

first layer of AC—I. Esing tnese cues the speech

wave is splitted into prinary subphonetic seg-

nents [255/ such as 'voiced closure', “unvoiced

closure', “voiced noise', 'unvoiced noise' and

'vocal segnent' which incorporates both vowels

and sonorant consonants. AC—I also contains the

sequential cues which sake it possible to con-

bine soce non-vocal ASS /such as closures and

following then noises/ into aggregate segments.

Further on the duretional AC—Z are used on these

segncnts. In this case durational ic-Z presuppo-

se relative estisation of lengths of P38 in

terns of 'longer/shorter'. This procedure en—

ables to identify stops, affricates and stop-

fricativc clusters with different place of arti—

culation of their components Isuoh as uni /.

Vocal segnents, including vowels and sono-

rants. are estizatei by intensity and frequency

ic-z. These acoustic cues are rather nultiple as

a result of the necessity to consider different

positions of sonorants within the vocal Segments

and different frepuency locations of the for-
mants due to the nasal/non—nazal sonoraht dis-

criaination. it the sane stage the duration Ald
are used to detect vibrants. In this case an
3.0-2 are forned according to the expert know-

ledgc of niniml possible (‘arntion of the 355.

The procedure described above results in
extracting segnents correSading to the unner-
cf-articulation categories. All the obtained

pieces of speech wave are estinated by durati-
cnal 50-2, detecting segnents that are likely to

contain more than one phone of the sane :anner
of articulation /e.g. L14 /. For these segnnts

[and for the segnents corresponding to stop—fri-

cative clusters as vell/ boundary placenent de-

cisions are taproved on higher levels.
The first stage of expertise concerning

segnentaticn by identification nanner-of-artimr

lotion categories doeSn't cooprise any signifi-

cant difficulty for the experts /the accuracy of

segnentation is about 98% correctly placed bunk
dary Barkers]. But in order to have the cough
ter ninic the segnentation perfornance of the
experts, we need to evolve sone special device
for cutouatic extraction of the PTO. This prob—

len is very difficult to solve. It lies beyond
our connetence /and beyond the field of phone—
tics/ as it is related to the nechhnisus of hu-

uan viSual object recognition.
A more conplex intellectual task for the

spectrogran readers is to derive place—of—arti-

culation values fro: the ac descriptions. To
achieve this his they at first use intensity and

{TEQUGncy AC-Z, describing contextually indepen-
dent nodifications of consonants Mainly of.
their noise couponsnts/. But very often it is
rather difficult and soaetimes even inpossible
to specify accurately the place of articulation

for consonants only by their intrinsic characte-
ristics. In such cases the experts use AC-3
descriptions, carrying infornation about :TO'S
Inninly vosel fornnnts'l changes through the
tine. The AC—J analysis is highly contextual
and presupposes parallel inference of both con-
sonant and vovel phonetic specification. based
on the saue acoustic evidences.

Pornant trajectories are described qualita-
tively in terns of novencnt directions, rela-
tive spectral locations and frequency ranges,
shape and slope. The phonetic decisions are 09'
duced according to the expert knowledge °t
acoustic manifestations of the ooartioulation
processes in Russian which nuke it possible to
interpret fornant trajectories in terns of 1“‘
plied acoustic targets, closely connected “it”
place characteristics.

To iuploment the rules of AC—J inference in
designing speech recognition systeus it is nece-

ssary not only to reveal and fonrulate all the
knowledge items of this level, which is not '1‘
nor problen in itself, but also to describe ‘he'
ir possible and inpossible combinations. T‘sul-
ting in different confidence values of phon0t1°
decisions. Besides, it is necessary to eVOIV‘
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quantitative methods to create" qualitative des-

criptions, used by the experts. Sb, the conver-

cation of AC-B units into phonetic features is

the second most difficult step of APhD to mini

it in the computer programs. .

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EXPERT APhD PRINCIPLES IN

ALGORITHM FOR SPEECH SIGNAL SEGMENTATION

At present we devote our efforts to adapt

the Spectrogram reading methods to digital re-
presentation of the signal which can serve as an

input into a speech recognizer. To bypass the

problem of automatic extraction of the PTO, we

were to select suitable digital representation

for indirect interpretation in terms of AC-I. We
came to the conclusion that frequency band ana-

lysis creates appropriate representation for

this purpose because the information about ener-

gy balance in frequency bands can be qualified

as a result of the PVO being present or absent.

It proved impossible to select uniformal for all

speakers frequency range division into bands,

but we believe that this problem can be solved

by evolving a rather simple adaptation procedure

to define frequency band boundaries according

to the speaker's voice quality.
In general the selection of frequency bands

depends on the ranges of functioning of acoustic
objects corresponding to the PVO /"voice", "PI",
"F11", "F111", "low velar noise", "mid alveolar

noise" and "high dental noise"/. It is evident
that in this case frequency bands would overlap

because of the overlapping functional ranges of

the above—mentioned acoustic objects /e.g. fre-

quency band distribution for one of the Spea-

kers: up to 300 Hz, 200-900 Hz, 500—3500 Hz,
3500-7000 Hz/.

Using the achieved digital representation

/1.e. a series of parameter vectors, reflecting

frequency bond energy concentrations, one every

centisecond/, we have designed a segmentation

algorithm, implementing all the expert APhD

principles described above. The algorithm con—

sists of different procedures /=sets of rules/
for detecting different in manner of articula-

tion groups of phones /segmentction by recogni-

tion/. Each procedure performs goal-directed sc-

orch for those pieces of speech wave that are

consistent with the preconditions of its rules

Icotive searohl. The procedures include rules
of interpretation of frequency hand information

in terms of AC-I /intormediate representation/.
The algorithm doesn't perform centisecond pho-

netic labeling but interprets each parameter ve-

ctor with respect to adjacent vectors /contextu-

al analysis/.
We'll dwell on the last principle in more

detail. The expert analysis of initial digital

representation revealed that vast majority of

centiseoond parameter vectors were characterized

by high phonetic ambiguity which could be decre-

ased significantly by taking into consideration

values of the adjacent vectors. In this case ve-

ry similar [or even identical/ vectors can 50-
quire different labels while quite different

ones can get identical labeling depending on
context information.

To simulate context-dependent interpreta-

tion of parameter vectors pcrforned by the ex-

perts we have introduced the notions of centers

of PSS and their periphery considering centers

to be the most prominent and distinct vectors to

interpret them in terms of AC-I. At first the
sound string is analysed for centers which later

guide the search for boundaries of PSS. The de-

tected centers of the PSS and their readings in

terms of AC—I serve as a context for the inter-

pretation of their environments. It means that

the reading given to the center is extended to

all adjacent vectors /both preceding and subse-

quent/ untill they are consistent with the pre-

conditions of the periphery-detecting rules

which are significantly weaker than those of

the center—detecting rules.

The whole procedure results in extracting

PSS, which are later combined into segments core

responding to phonemes, as it was described abo-

ve. The search for sonorants within vocal P53 is

also organized as centcrbguided process. This

enabled us to design various procedures for so-

norant'identification in pro-center, inter-cen-

ter and post-center positions.

The algorithm is hierarchically organized

according to confidence of inferences of the

procedures included. The more confident pro-

cedures are activated earlier, narrowing the

search area for succeding procedures. .

Our work on the algorithm proved the spec-

trogram—reading approach to be very promissing

and productive in view of speech recognition.
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